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Part A
[Answer any two questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks.]

l(a). Describe the working principle of Solar Cells with net sketch. 3

1(b). "Temperature affects the solar cell efficiency significantly" - Justifr the 3

statement. Show the effects of shunt resistance on the performance of a solar

cell graphically.

1(c). A solar cell at 300k has Vo.: 0.50V, lr":2.2A, n= 1.3. Calculate Form 4

Factor (F.F) under following conditions: (i) Rs : 0.08f), Rsh : large, (ii) Rs
: 0 O, Rsh: 1 O, (iii) Rs: 0.08 Q, Rsh :2 Q, (iv) Rs : A.02 C), Rsh : I C).

2(a). Classiff electrical energy storage technologies. Describe Flyrvheel Energy 4

Storage (FES) rvith proper sketch.

2(b). Write-down short notes: (i) Solar Pond (ii) Latent heat storage 2

2(c). Design a PV system including WP rating and battery Ah capacity for a Solar 4

Home System (SHS) in Chittagong Hill tracts Area. Data given are as

follows:
Five 15 W fluorescent lamp for 7 hours per day, Two 14 W BIW TV for 3

hours per day, One small radio of 6 W for 5 hours per day, Two computer of
250 W for 4 hours per day, One Refrigerator of 100 W for 10 hours per day,

Deep discharge (70Yo) battery is used, Continuous cloud for 5 days

Also, Consider PV module (75 Wp) efficiency is 55% and terminal voltage
is 12 V.

3(a). Briefly describe the short circuit current mismatch for PV cells connected in 4

parallel. Holv Hot-spot heating problem can be reduced in PV module?

Describe with necessary figure.

3(b). "Solar cell efficiency is not more than 307o" -Justify the statement. Write a 4

short note on "Super-capacitor as energy storage".

3(c). Design a solar PV system where power requirement is 0.3kW where system 2

voltage is 28V and Vmax : 0.542Y,Imax : 0.11434.

Part B

[Answer any three questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks.]

4(a) What do you mean by offshore wind farm and pitch control in a wind 2

turbine? Show the different stages in the wind to electricity conversion

process.

4(b). Describe the operation of DFIG based wind energy conversion system 4
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c mentioning its advantages. Also, draw the block diagram of a limited
variable speed wind energy conversion system.

4(c). Consider a 40-m, three bladed wind turbine produces 600 kW at a wind 4
speed of 14 m/s. Air density is the standard 1.225 kg/m3. Under these
conditions,
i. At what rpm does the rotor turn when it operates with a TSR of 4.0?
ii. What is the tip speed of the rotor?
iii. If the generator needs to turn at 1800 rpm, what gear ratio is needed to
match the rotor speed to the generator speed?

iv. What is the efficiency of the complete wind turbine (blades, gear box,
generator) under these conditions?

5(a). Classifu the grid-interactive PV systems. How can you select the PV system 4

configuration?
5(b). Draw the transformer less single stage and two stage PV inverter. 3

5(c). Draw the circuit arrangement of single phase 3-wire AC system with proper 3

indication.

6(a). Name the different type of Fuel Cell. What factors we should consider to 2.5

install Fuel Cell technology?
6(b). Give a brief overview on different technologies for harvesting tidal energy 5

such as tidal stream generator, and tidal lagoon for harvesting tidal energy.

Consider a tidal site in the coastal area of Chattogram that observed

difference between the high and low tide is 6 m. The basin area is about 0.7

sq. km which can generate power for 5 hours in each cycle. The average

available head is 7 m and overall efficiency of generation is 6504. Also,

consider specific weight of sea water is 1020 kg/m3 and there are 715 full
tidal cycles in a year. If a tidal power plant is going to be install at that

location, Calculate the yearly power output from that plant. Also, make a

comment about the feasibility of the tidal power plant at that specified

location.

6(d) Write-down some advantages of Micro-Mini-Hydropower. 2.5

7(a). Define Bio-fuel with example. Describe the closed cycle system of OTEC 5

with proper sketch. How does flash steam Geothermal power plant work?
7(c). Define Bio-fuel rvith examples. Show the conversion technology chain for 3

generating electricity from Oil crops or sugar plants and solid biomass"

7(d). The Whisper H900 wind turbine has a 900-W generator with 3-m blades. in 2

an area with 5-m/s average wind speeds, estimate the energy delivered.

(Energy Estimate Using the Capacity Factor Approach.)
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